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All Make 'em

Jlo matter how important or
H-informSd a person may be,
,e« ,,
».
*C in apt once In a while to pull
116 ,Colossal
butch" (aa Pacific
-language has it.)
Tw0 weeks ago, while radiopiat'• "»•«!>
r' '"Mln
these ears heard the cultured
J® thic,^ '"ice of Vincent Sheean, noted
J elgn correspondent and author
Tllso"'«'
ttWo
° the current best-seller, "Not
ap
peace But a Sword," intone to the
ffect that the idea of Germany
and Russia combining to split up
Poland between them was "ab11 get a s.
the Reich and the
ather
Eurd» that
BaJ
govlet government had "absolute
r.'0;: f> ly nothing in common" and that
Product" jJ the Soviet-Nazi pact had little
more than trade significance.
: Darre» cot
Needless to say, in the light
,on «»•**, of the events of the past week,
jjr Sheean missed the boat on
that one. Today, nothing looms
more certain than the slicing up
th jac°^ o{ Poland by those expert butch
ers, Hitler and Stalin, unless Eng]and and France "choose to press
na;sky> A the P°intThe get-together of Hitler and
o J.
r ^
»
c
Stalin would seem to indicate true
J200-lb.
what a lot of people have been
thinking right along—namely, So
'"eh,
sketbali fattl viet Russia is more fascistic than
action aft( communistic in its totalitarianism.
Communism, in reality, is nothing
Unahcled
arrell ;Evaj but a name in the U. S. S. R.
» "Size Till!

Crabbe, Farey, Betz
Are In Charge Of
Studio Offerings
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At the present rate of don't-darnedness with which the
English are acting in the current
•conflict, there is little cause for
worry that the United States will
become involved. The war will be
over in much less than ninety
days unless the English stop pus
syfooting and really add momen
tum to the French drive.
The neutrality session of Con
gress will be hot and heavy, but
unless England perks up and acts
like she wants to make a war of
it, there doesn't seem to be much
likelihood of F. D. R.'s revision
to help the democracies going
through. As Patsy Pacific would
put it: "What's the percentage?"
glve-a

Professor
John
Crabbe
an
nounced that the following radio
broadcasts are
being released
through the College of Pacific
Campus Studio and Station KWG.
At 4:30 on Monday afternoons,
Crabbe himself will conduct the
"The Book Parade," a fifteenminute program of reviews and
notes on new books.
WORLD TODAY
Dr. Knoles will give his weekly
talk on "The World Today," at
11:15 on Monday. His broadcast
will be released through the Cali
fornia Radio System, which in
cludes KWG in Stockton, KFBK
in Sacramento, KMJ in Fresno,
KFWB in Los Angeles, KFOX in
Long Beach, KSAN in San Fran
cisco, and KERN at Bakersfield.
Next week will see the inaugura
tion of two more "veteran" pro
grams originating on the campus,
"Pacific Symposium" and "Cam
pus Correspondent."
The "Pacific Symposium," con
sisting of round table discussions
and debates on national, inter
national and local problems, will
be given by a special class In
Practical Radio Discussions under
Professor Edward S. Betz.
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
The other will be Art Farey's
"Campus
Correspondent,"
fash
ioned after commercial newscasts.
This is to be a summary of
collegiate
news gleaned
from
various s o u r c e s , i n c l u d i n g
WEEKLY exchanges. Time for
both of these programs will be
announced as soon as possible In
the Bengal Dally Bulletin.
At this writing plans are being
made for a half hour variety show
with songs, music and drama. It
will be on the air sometime within
the next few weeks.

Back to Homo

On the C. O. P. front, all was
not so quiet in the past week.
Smoldering sophs, rankling at
lstering we: smug freshman superiority on the
those of II brawl field, found other ways of
iny more ret retaliation. Several of our popid by the el offlnest first-year citizens were
treated to a little informal swingand-swat
session
on
Hunter
Square, followed by a bit of tat
tooing of " '43" on foreheads. This
was followed by other Incidents
in which the Sophs made a dis
tinct impression both fore and aft.
Personally, this corner favors
the use of the old Pacific custom
of "pantsing." There is something
about that ritual that leaves a
hl-flyin' Frosh without a leg to
stand on, as well as "in."
Indelibly stamped upon this
oft-feeble memory is the incident
years ago when yours truly, as a
recalcitrant frosh, had to trudge
bis way home from the dining hall
sana pants, but with an extra coat
°f crimson on his neck, then to
el'P into another pair of trousers
(we had two pairs in those days)
and go over to the sorority houses
and make inquiry about the miss
ing; britches—as per instructions
from the burly bruisers of '38. We
•M
finally got 'em—at Epsilon.
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The new S. C. A. building ap
pearing to be the most practical
edifice yet erected on the campus.
,• • . Rooms for everything from
cooking to discussion groups to
dancing and back again. That up
stairs "ballroom" (it's that spa
cious!) looking like the smoothest
Wdwood in town.
And speaking of new buildings,
'' you missed the official unveilin& of the new Co-op house on
Fulton Street Sunday, you over
'°oked an opportunity to see one
the nicest jobs of interior decnation in any living quarters at
C°P . .
. although the event
''"•'AS inadequately publicized. If
^ou still want an eyeful, get
friend • to smuggle you in some
time Waiting line forms at the
right!

PROF. WINS
HONORS i
Two more distinct honors of na
tional importance musically have
been awarded to J. Russell Bodley,
director of the A Cappella Choir
and head of the music theory de
partment at C. O. P., according to
reports from the Conservatory
office.
First of all came the announce
ment that Mr. Bodley's recent
spiritual for the A Cappella Choir,
"De Glory Road," is being published
by the Gamble Hinged-Musio Co.
of New York City and has already
been listed in their select cata
logues.
Mr. Bodley modestly admits that
while Pacific's A Cappella Choir
was on its annual tour throughout
Southern California last spring, his
work was "spotted" by the editorin-chief of the eastern publishing
firm. The occasion was the choir's
appearance at the National Music
Educator's Conference in Long
Beach.
The other item of local as well
as national is the selection of Mr.
Bodley as a member of the Col
lege Choirs Committee for the 193940 National Music Educator's Con
ference. This latter honor, accord
ing to local members of the na
tional organization, is distinctly
auspicious, since only a selected
number of leading authorities on
choirs throughout the United States
have been asked to fill this post,
o
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Profs. Betz, Nichols,
Clark To Direct
Far-Flung Schedule
Professor Edward S. Betz, direc
tor of PSA forensic activities, and
his associates. Professors E. R.
Nichols, Jr., and Robert Clark,
this week began preparations for
the 1939-40 season by sending in
their ballot for the national Pi
Kappa Delta topic.
Keeping step with current head
lines, the directors placed the topic
of U. S. Isolation ahead of the
other three topics on the ballot,
socialized medicine, conscription of
wealth in time of war, and direct
election of the president.
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
From the Jovian security of their
new suite of speech offices, debate
and speech conference rooms, atop
Anderson Hall, the forensic staff
released a tentative schedule of
tournaments for the current
scholastic year.
The first tournament will be held
during the Thanksgiving holidays,
sponsored by the Western Asso
ciation of Teachers of Speech. This
meet may possibly be held on the
Pacific campus, since Dr. Roy MoCall, chairman of the speech de
partment of the College of the Pa
cific and the Stockton Junior Col
lege, is the director of this associa
tion.
J. C. TOURNEY
In February the PSA will play
hosts to the junior colleges of Cali
fornia. In the early spring PSA
debaters will journey twice into
Oregon, first to the Linfield tourna
ment at McMinnville, and then to
the meeting of the Pacific Forensic
League at Oregon State in Corvallis.
The season will wind up with
J. C. debaters competing in the
national J. C. tournament at Ogden,
Utah, and senior college debaters
entraining for the National Pi
Kappa Delta tournament at Knoxville, Tennessee. En route to Ten
nessee COP speakers will enter the
West Coast Invitational Tourna
ment at Redlands.
The usual number of individual,
non-decision inter-collegiate debates
will, of course, be held throughout
the year.
•
-o——
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Students
Transfer
To C. O. P.

International
Club Meets
Tuesday

Dr. Tully C. Knoles will open
the year's activities of the Inter
national Affairs Club by discuss
ing "The Russian Enigma" at
3:20 next Tuesday in the new
S. C. A. Anderson Hall.
It has become traditional for
the club to begin its season by
inviting the president of the Col
lege of the Pacific to speak on
whatever portion of the news
seems most important at the
time.
Election of officers for the en
Never completely recovered from suing year will be a part of the
Ur
° sports-editing days and a proprogram at either this first meet
fe as i
0 n a 1 limb-climber-outer-on
ing or one soon after.
from 'way-back, we think that to
morrow night will see the Golden
getting off on the right foot
at Sacramento. South Dakota may
Prove tougher than many think,
the reserve power of the
Sta.Sgmen should see them though
Opening the Pacific Lecture
to a
Brother Leo of
Saint
convincing win in the season Series,
°Pcner.
Marys College will speak on the
Any Pacificite who isn't on hand topic, "Villains of Shakespeare,"
°hiorrow when the top is blown on October 9.
Several
others
have
been
°ff °f Stagg's Fiftieth is definitely
°ff the beat," as a popular rally scheduled but the dates are uncer
"-irinan would say. Also, better tain. Edgar J. Goodspeed has for
^art hoarding thoM nickels for a topic, "Story of English Bible.
e Berkeley weekend coming up, Chester Rowell's speech on world
aciflc Day at the Fair, Septem- affairs will come later on in the
er 29 and the Bears on the 30th. series.

Weekly Phobia

Brother Leo Is
To Lecture

lacks

FORENSIC
PROGRAM
OUTLINED

"There has been an increase of
almost 100 per cent this year over
last year in transfers from other
junior colleges to the College of
the Pacific," stated Robert Burns,
Pacific registrar, concerning regis
tration in the College of the Pa
cific.
To date 427 students have started
registration. Of that number, 175
are students new to the Pacific
campus, and 109 are transfers from
the Stockton Junior College.
Last year 109 out of a possible
188 transfered to Pacific, making
a carry-over of 58 per cent. This
year 109 out of 170 transferred,
making a 64 per cent carry-over.
The list of colleges and junior
colleges from which transfers have
come includes Taft Junior College,
the University of California, Cali
fornia School of Arts and Crafts,
Salinas Junior College, Ventura
Junior College, Modesto Junior Col
lege, the University of Michigan,
the University of Hawaii, Fresno
State, and the University of Kansas.
Mr. Burns expects more students
to register within the next few
weeks.
o

Theatre Has
Rehearsals

S. C .A.
Hall Is
Dedicated

WEEKLY
SECRETARY

Anderson Hall will formally be
long to the College of the Pacific
campus next Thurseday evening at
•'30, when dedication services will
be conducted.
A dinner at 5:30 will precede the
formal dedication ceremonies, the
guests of honor being Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Anderson of Los Gatos,
who donated the money to build
the new hall. Other guests at the
dinner will be members of the
Anderson family, the College of
the Pacific Board of Trustees, the
Stockton Junior College Board of
Education, members of the Advis
ory Board of the Student Chris
tian Association, members of the
Executive Committee of the S. C.
A., and civic and religious lead
ers of Stockton.
ACCEPTANCE
The formal service of accept
ing the building will follow at
30. Dr. T. C. Knoles will speak
few minutes and accept the new
Anderson Hall for the College of
the Pacific.
All students, teachers and other
friends of the College are cordial
ly Invited to attend the dedica
tion ceremony at 7:30, and also
the open house which will be held
afterward. All of the rooms will
be specially decorated for the oc
casion, and students will be on
hand to show the visitors around.
The new Anderson Hall has a
large banquet hall upstairs, with
kitchen adjoining it. On the
lower floor is a lounge, a lunch
room, a library, and another kit
chen, as well as the secretary's
office.
BEGUN MAY 17
Breaking of the ground for the
building was begun on May 17,
after the necessary papers were
signed by Mrs. Anderson.
Mr.
Anderson is a member of the
Board of Trustees of the College
of the Pacific, and both he and
Mrs. Anderson have long been in
terested in the activities of the
Student Christian Association.
Mrs. Ralph Brady, Miss Lor
raine Knoles, Mrs. Joyce Jacoby,
and Mrs. Michael Garrigan have
worked throughout the summer
seeking donations from interested
townspeople to help to furnish the
rooms. They selected the new fur
niture and draperies. Professor
De Marcus Brown, director of the
Pacific Little Theatre, helped to
plan the furnishings and (Color
schemes in the rooms.
ALL GROUPS
Although Anderson Hall is main
ly a Student Christian Associa
tion building, all campus groups
are invited to use it, and Miss
Margaret Campbell, S. C. A. secre
tary, hopes that all students will
use the building freely. Any group
wishing to schedule a meeting
there is invited to see Miss Camp
bell in her office.

MARGRET CAMPBELL, new
S.C.A. secretary, finds her time
thoroughly preoccupied by her new
duties. Headlining her program
for the week will be the dedication
ceremonies next Thursday for the
new unit of Anderson Hail, made
possible by the generosity of Mrs.
W. C. Anderson.

Campbell
Schedule
Is Full
"Boys, if- you want to see the
new S. C. A. secretary, you'll prob
ably have to wait in line," is the
popular acclaim of those who have
made the acquaintance of Miss
Margaret Campbell. Since her ar
rival on the local campus she has
been a busy person.
Starting on Monday evening
with a banquet, which was at
tended by sixty people, the fourday S. C. A. membership drive
ends today. The two opposing
teams are headed by Betty Dixon
and John Immel. The side which
loses will give social function for
the winning team.
"The purpose of the drive,"
states Gladys Bartholomew, chair
man, "is to find out the interests
students have in the S. C. A. pro
gram." A later drive will discover
how many have become active in
their interest field.

Gerould Makes
Library Ruling
New rules have gone into effect
concerning the stacks in the li
brary. All senior college students
have permission to use the stacks,
but they must first secure a pass
from the library attendant.
Junior college students must
have permission from Prof. C. E.
Corbin to use the stacks.

REFUGEE STUDENT
WRITES OF HIS
NATIVE VIENNA

Termed "one of the finest in the
history of Pacific," the A Cap
pella Choir inaugurated its sea
son last week with opening re
hearsals being conducted by its
director and head of the music
theory department of the Conserv
atory, J. Russell Bodley. The or
ganization has in past years rep
resented Pacific all over the West
coast and is widely noted for its
high standard of musicianship.
Based upon the assumption that
the more competition for positions,
the better the chosen few will be,
Mr. Bodley estimates that the
choir represents "the cream of the
crop," since approximately one
hundred students ranging from
football aspirants to English and
Music majors were on hand for
the three days of try-outs held last
week. Out of this large group
only forty-five men and women
were selceted. Among these are
many outstanding soloists, and all
forty-five have had much singing
experience previous to their show
ing here at Pacific. A wealth of
instrumental talent which will
prove invaluable for intermission
numbers is also evident in the or
ganization.
Following is the list of "A Cappella-sters" as they now stand, the
final "count" having been taken.
1st soprano: Barbara Harrison,
Stockton; Margaret George, Ala
meda; Dorothy Braghetta, Stock
ton; Katherine Kuivala, El Cerrito; Janet McGinnis, Stockton;
Florence Newberry, Stockton.
2nd soprano: Charlotte Smith,
Modesto: Pauline Crawford, Tracy;
Jean Follette, Pacific Grove; Eliza
beth Taylor, Santa Paula; Claire
Douglas, Merced; Beverly Gardner,
Merced;
Barbara
CltiCUft JJCZ1
MCbl a Lennox,
U^UtlWAf Corning.
s/wa»«*«gi
1st Alto: Minnie Sawyer, Waterford; Ruth Coward, Napa; Ruth
Crane, Fairfield; Barbara Graham,
Taft; Vernez Cook, Martinez; Bon
nie Hubbard, Gann Valley, South
Dakota.
2nd Alto: Margaret Lee, Jerome,
Idaho; Beverly Miller, Palo Alto;
Thalia Heim, Fair Oaks; Marye
Kiersch, Newman; Evelynne Ward,
Tamalpais; Sylvia Pattison, Glendale.
1st Tenor: Bill Workman, Pa
cific Grove; Bruce Morehead, Escalon; Horace Evans, Santa Ana;
Charles Wood, Redwood City.
2nd Tenor: Bill Ramsey, Stock
ton; Fred Garrison, Tracy; Clive
Mefford, Sacramento; Sam Kleinsasser, Kingsburg; Lester Sweet,
Stockton.
Baritone: Bob Harrison, Stock
ton; Norman Lamb, San Jose;
Rodney Randall, Oakland; John
Dean, Concord; Art Holton, San
Francisco; Louis Warner, Berke
ley.
Bass: Bill Scantlebury, Stock
ton; Stan Rutherford, Vallejo;
John Dennis, San F r a n c i s c o ;
Clyde Lindsay, Stockton; Forrest
Honnold, Stockton; Ed Spaulding,
Richmond.
—
o

"Wine, Women, And Song"—Correct;
Read About Skiing And—Roast
By "HANK" STEIN
Having been introduced In the Pacific Weekly, I
want to write something about Austria and Vienna, be
cause, having lived there, I know it best.
Vienna is known as the city of "wine, women and
song." It is right; people in Vienna like wine very

much, but whiskey does not exists
in Austria.
month, since he made too much
So far as women are concerned, noise with his piano and there
the Viennese girl does not like to fore there are about fifty "Bee
Rehearsals are being held nightly be made up. She thinks she is thoven" houses in this part of the
for the production of "Our Town," pretty enough, and her boy friend
city.
the first Pacific Little Theatre likes her without make-up. Make
presentation of the season.
up in high school and even in VIENNA DEAD
Several clear-cut characteriza university is not allowed.
Wine, women, song — this is
tions are already in evidence. The CITY IS MUSICAL
Vienna; Letter, this was Vienna.
cast, headed by Art Farey as Stage
Concerning song, Vienna is real Today it is like any other Ger
Manager, is making progress so ly somewhat better off than most man city, cold and humorless.
that there may be a smooth and other cities. Perhaps it sounds We have a wonderful calm in our
convincing performance,
a bit queer, but the city lends it selves, we Viennese people. We
"Our Town" will be presented self to music, as all is in tune. never get excited; we are always
first at Treasure Island, Sept. 29, Instead of unfriendly grey houses, joking and never worried.
followed by a performance at the as in London, Paris, or New York,
Why, for what? Take the life
Oakland W o m e n's City Club the city seems to have green spots as it /Is, you live only once in
Theatre, Sept. 30, The troupe will everywhere.
your life, take it easy is our phil
then return to Stockton for
The surroundings of Vienna are osophy. For example, there are
three-night run in the Pacific unique. A ten minute ride in the only a few cars in Vienna, about
Auditorium, October 5, 6, and 7.
street car brings you to real for four times as many in Stockton.
Ticket sales will be announced ests, to the Danube—blue only if
We have even enough time to
shortly.
you look at it with blue glasses. eat; we eat five times a day, at
o
Two hour railroad ride takes you 8, 10, 12, 4 and 8 o'clock. Our
to snow-covered mountains. Skiing main meal is lunch; for breakfast
is the Austrian's favorite sport; and at 10 o'clock and 4 o'clock
everybody has a pair of skiis in there is nothing hut bread and
stead of a car. You save a lot butter. For breakfast there is
nothing like ham and eggs or
The opening chapel last Tues of money by buying skiis.
To come back to music, the part juice—breakfast in America is our
day at 10:45 a. m. featured Miss
Barbara Albertson in an aesthetic of the city which was built in the supper.
Beethoven
has
not
There is a lot to say about
interpretation
of
"Adoration. days of
Professors J. Henry Welton and changed in romantic flavor. In the schools and University life in Aus
Allan Bacon assisted in the serv- section where I lived, Beethoven, tria. I will try to tell you some
Brahms and Johann Strauss used thing about this problem in one
the
next
issues
of
the
Chapel is held on a voluntary to pass their vacations. Beethoven of
changed his place about twice a WEEKLYS.
basis every week on Tuesday.

Chapel Features
Dancer

Jump On Board
The Special
For Sacramento

Pacific Opens Season
With South Dakota
Golden Tigers Meet Intersectional
Foe; Special Leaves At 5:30

A Cappella
Members
Chosen

Dinner Will Precede
Formal Dedication;
Knoles To Speak

5JBia/i2iaJ3I5I3JSI3l3/c!lSI3fai5/a/5J3/afaja/S3®

Deadline for the 1939 Bengal grid machine comes
at 8:15 tomorrow evening in the Sacramento J. C. sta
dium. By hook or crook, Pacificites will descend "en
masse" on the Capital City and the South Dakota foot
ball game. Some will ride the special train, others will
•drive, a few will use the wellknown thumb—but the PSA will
be moving north.
Reason for the exodus is that
Pacific's Grand Old Man is open
ing his fiftieth year of active
coaching. Golden is the color of
the team, golden the color of the
year, and golden the color of the
support Tigertown expects to give
its Idol.
This game will break sorfieone's
inning streak, both teams having
piled up six consecutive wins. The
Sciots' Lodge of Sacramento is
sponsoring the game, the special
train and the parade, which will
start in Sacramento at seven
clock.
A campaign launched by the
United States Public Health Serv ROUND-TRIP TICKETS
»
ice against syphilitic infections has
The
students
who
are
planning
found one of its first problem
to go by train will leave from the
areas to be the college campus.
College youth have special cause Western Pacific depot at 5:30 p.
Round trip tickets are selling
to be interested in the work of
this government bureau, for when for one dollar, and are good only
syphilis is found and treated in for the special train. These may
the college group the chances of be purchased in the main hall of
a cure are about 80 per cent. In the Administration Building from
no other similarly serious disease members of the Rally Committee.
After the game is over the root
may such hope be extended.
ers' special will leave for Stockton.
EFFECTIVE CONTROL
Those desiring to stay on for other
Public health authorities agree
festivities will have to have other
effective control efforts must be
tickets for returning or other
gin with people in the age group
means of transportation home.
of first exposure. College students
As there are only five hundred
form a large part of this section.
and forty tickets to be sold for
Control there offers the only hope
the rooters section, those desiring
that later rates can be reduced.
to ride to and from the game on
What are they doing about it?
the special should get their train
Last academic year over 78,000 and game tickets immediately. No
students in over 500 colleges scat seats will be reserved and the
tered over the United States were policy of "first come, first served"
given blood tests. Two in every will be strictly in order.
1000 were syphilitic. That doesn't
The Sciots Lodge of Stockton
mean much as it is, but when you will occupy another section of the

U.S.P.H.S.
Attacks
Syphilis
Chances For Cure
Are 80% In
College Group

_

r*alize *ve" °"e casf sPr«*> td
others, finally becoming the focal
pqint of an epidemic, it takes on
meaning.
NEED FOR BLOOD-TEST
College administrations are fast
realizing the necessity of fighting
syphilis on every front, including
the college campus. All agree
blood-testing is needed at least for
its educational value. Soon blood
testing may be universal in all
colleges.

PROMOTION STUNT

As a promotional stunt for the
Saoramento gamd, the local lodge
of Sciots are staging a big parade
on the downtown streets of Stock
ton tonight at 7:45. The parade
will start from the Masonic Tem
ple and continue in various direc
tions throughout town. These di
rections will be given to the di
The Scroll and Stylus Club in vision heads before the parade
vites ail those interested in writing starts.
to a meeting to be held at the
NOISE PARADE
home of Miss Martha Pierce at
3205 North Commerce Street next
College of Pacific and Junior
Monday at 8:00 p. m.
College students are to stage one
There will be a regular meeting of their famous noise parades as
of the Scroll and Stylus Club fol a part of this evening. Those who
lowed by a social evening and re are to be in the parade will line
freshments.
their cars on South Sutter street
Scroll and Stylus will again pub from Washington street south.
lish, sometime this year, the MSS, The cars will be facing north, the
a magazine containing orginal head car being at the corner Qf
writings of students of the College Washington and South Sutter. Di
of the Pacific and Stockton Junior rections concerning the parade
College.
were given at the Assembly rally
This year MSS will feature
yesterday.
poem, "Stanzas In Meditation,"
A fun section of the noise parade
written by Gertrude Stein.
will feature a freak football team,
Miss Stein, who resides in Paris consisting of students dressed in
composed this poem for MSS and comic attire. Herm Sapiro will be
sent it to Jean Woodruff, presi in charge of the noise section and
dent of Scrol and Stylus.
members of the Rally Committee
Miss Stein has recently been will help line up the cars and
commissioned by the French Cabi students taking part.
net to write a biography of Picasso
As in years past, the cars which
appear in line during the noise
parades will be decorated with
crepe paper.
o

Writers
Invited
To Meet

Pep Rally For
Assembly
A pep rally for the coming
California-Pacific game will be
held at the regular assembly for
both the Junior and Senior Col
leges next Thursday. The Rally
Committee,
headed
by
Herm
Sapiro, is in charge.
Yesterday's joint assembly was
the first rally of the present
football season. Announcements
were made concerning the special
train to Sacramento for the South
Dakota-Pacific game. Short talks
were given by members of the
faculty and the coaching staff.
Student entertainment included
a skit by Bill Dean, a symphony
conductor, and a girls' trio sing
ing tunes by Harold Rogers,
from last year's hit, "Hi Spirits."
Members of the trio were Char
lotte Smith, Barbara Harrison, and
Marge Lee; with Camille Goff
accompanying.
—o

Loan Fund Drive
Secures $149

train, but their section will be di
vided from Pacific's by a baggage
car.
Gene Rotsch ia in charge of
tickets for the band, and those
who are to go on the train will see
him for arrangements and their
round trip tickets. The band is to
march during the half-time period
at the stadium and a special stunt
is being worked out by "Pop" Gor
don for that period.

Supported by an audience of
2100, the Filipino Loan Fund Con
cert held May 26 raised $149 above
expenses.
Bill Villaruz, president of the
local Filipino Club was in charge
of the concert, assisted by Galen
M. Harvey, publicity and promo
tion chairman of the event.
The money will be used as a
loan fund for Filipino students
wishing aid during their attend
ance at Pacific or the Stockton
Junior College. Further informa
tion may be secured from Bill
Villaruz, Filipino student, or Dr
Tully C. Knoles.

"Rushing" Is
Frosh Topic

The Frosh Y Club started this
term's activities last Monday in
the new $25,000 Student Christian
Association building.
BURNS SPEAKS
Mr. Robert Burns, registrar, ad
dressed the freshmen on "Tradi
tions of Pacific." In his talk,
Burns commented, "Our emphasis
is on character. If we can develop
character, we should keep our
doors open. We haven't closed
them since 1851." Pacific is
place where "anybody can say any
thing and do anything within rea
son," he said.
Dr. Allen Waldo, faculty advis
er, said that next Monday's meet
ing would deal with "Rushing'
and the pro and con of fraterni
ties and sororities. Appointment
of a nomination committee was
postponed to Monday's' meeting,
The election of officers will be
held October 2.
GILGERT NEW ADVISER
The first meeting's organizer,
Buford Bush, has given his post
of student' adviser to Walter Gil
Dow, Geraldine Cullers, and Jack
Hannre.

Alumni Council
Meets Sunday
The Alumni Council of the Pa
cific Alumni Association will hold
its next meeting on the Pacific
campus Sunday, September 24. The
Council consists of twelve repre
sentatives of the Alumni who plan
the association activities for the
next few months. The meeting
will consider Alumni club meet
ings this fall and the Homecoming
activities on October 20, 21 and 22.
An outline of the progress of the
Alumni Living Endowment will
be made by Director Charles
Warmer.
William Morris, '32,
president of the association, will
preside.
o

Time Changed
The class in Creative Music
Education, conducted by Mrs. Wilhelmina Harbert, has changed its
meeting-time to 4:15 on Mondays,
according to recent word from the
Conservatory office. The course
is open to upper division students
and teachers.

Weekly Feature
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Receive instruction instead of silver,
And knowledge rather than choice gold;
For wisdom is better than corals.
With her no treasure, can
St 10, 11
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MISSING
LINK

WHEN YOU

Read

By JEAN ANDREWS
Well, old Pacific really
exciting time over last week
The Delta burned down (ot (
By GLADYS HUGHES
This week, we take up the play- Rho Lambda Phi had thelj
tiger swiped from under a
Heading situation. For many of noses, and the latest addition
| us it is almost more fun to read the Swaggerty clan walked |nti v-i
a play than to see it. One is not chandelier and was used for ^
j held down by the limits of a stage. ages.
In reading over the "Sly Slap,
Imagination may have free rein
Society" the other week we ^
to build for us the play as we very happy to hear that Mu
| would have it.
Rho stole the show at open
iS
One of the finest of the recent We couldn't seem to find any ,t
—
I plays is Robert Emmett Sher- worth stealing.
As a crowning glory to theJ^A"' .
| wood's prize-winning ABRAHAM
By GAIL SCHEERE
game, R O S A L E E TREyy,
We're a little afraid that this is| LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS. From ROWS party seems to be attr,
our last opportunity to reach you this emerges a new and interest ing quite a large percentag,
before the great event; so we're ing Abraham—not the backwoods the Pacific student body,
^ ,
1
I .it'
going to give you some straight clown or the shrewd, kindly phil- up, Rosalee?
osopher we have read about since
stuff on OUR TOWN.
Looks like Roxene is out of,
If you have any spark of sen-1 childhood, but
a
Hamlet-like, running these days now that ]
sitivity in your being you won't moody genius, set to rule a nation Vaughter
has
arrived, Si
be able to keep from feeling the against his will, forced on by des- claims that her hair is |
^
mood and significance of this poig- tiny when he would far rather enough to sit on. Must be dan
nantly simple production. There's have been a lazy, happy-go-lucky comfortable for afternoons
that something about it that will nobody,
the lawns are wet
sing right into you and make you
This characterization of our
We nominate BOBBY KlEj ; E: :
thrill in spite of yourself. And great national hero may be annoy- as a candidate for the second ^ t,;1"
don't be cocking a sophisticated ing to some readers, but it is worth ing Link now that Barbs has
eyebrow at these words either, be-1 looking into. The play is also a
serted the catnpus for shorth, L
cause no matter how worldly wise some lines that come near to and a typewriter.
or
or "clevah" you may be, you can't I beautifully constructed one, with
An empty campus was cheeJ0 ,r
help finding yourself portrayed by blank verse in their poetic beauty
Saturday night by the serenius ^p-.v
I Abe's speeches after the death of
one of the characters.
Omega Phi Pledges. Too bad th £ (.-•
Anne
Rutledge
are
notable
exWHAT THEY ARE DOING
weren't more people around
ART FAREY as the Stage Man- amples of this. Read it both for hear the jolly group.
ager is portraying the best picture entertainment and a new view
Incidentally, those h o r rIt J""5
of subtle wisdom we've ever seen, point on the life of the Great
screams issuing from sorority j
His remarks, punctuated and em- Emancipator.
cle Monday night were the rei1fl#' 1'
One cannot really say much
phasized with his own person
of Epsilon's Pledging. It just) 1 H"
about ROCKET TO THE MOON,
ality, will carry the play alone,
ted in with the war news com f*'
But besides Art we have LOIS I the latest Clifford Odets play
over the radio at the moment
WHEELER as the ingenue lead, Rabid Odets fans will like it. The
Here's one we couldn't passiq Mu
and what a lovely heroine she rest of us are just a little puzzled
Teacher—Johnny, make a « jflt®8
makes! If you could know all the by it all. What is our famous
tence using the word "annex." Firf thought that has gone on behind "left" dramatist trying to do here.
Johnny—My big brother goes is*
her characterization you would see What point is he proving? I, for
at nights annex annex.
what a complete job she has done J one, cannot see one. The play is
Looks like the most elij
to make her what she is today. Interesting, but if it either pre
frosh
bachelor is out of comnjiet
BUD MYERS, who plays opposite I sents a social problem or solves
Lois, gives his role of a gangling, one, it does so under cover -or per- sion. CLINT WARD is in the
firmary now with a broken
naive country lad unbelievable sin- haps r am just a little too dense
received in football practice.
to
appreciate
it.
Read
it
if
you
cerity and conviction.
We hear that Tau Kappa it
CLARIBEL COFFMAN, in the must, but don't say we didn't warn
Ing In for uniforms now. Must
role of a New England mother, is you.
completely at ease in the restraint
For those who like comedy an old Army trait.
o
and reticence that her role re- without too much point we recom-

Ttnnrinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the Unlver elty of Chicago-

5. C.
Another combination of three little letters (not
"Three Little Words") due to malce^ its influence
felt upon the increasing number of PSA ers is the
S C A or Student Christian Association.
Particularly favored by the generosity of Mrs
W C. Anderson, the S. C. A. must move fast to live
up to the style of its new facilities The combina
tion of a capable, ambitious, and pretty S. C. A. secretarv with the new building gracing P a c i f l c s calB ~
pus should prove a combination unexcelled for mak
ing this part of college life meaningful.
We feel sure that the S. C. A. would ask nothing
better than that you come in and get acquainted.

Guest
From time to time we shall present in our col
umn editorials by Pacific men whom all of you
would like to know better, but whom the hurry and
bustle even in our "small college" may sweep out
of your immediate reach.
>
Guest editorial writer this week is Professor
Charles E. Corbin, now dean of instruction in thfe
Junior College. Since coming to the College of the
Pacific in 1914, Professor Corbin has been a fav
orite of a good many college generations. Scribe
of the All College Honor Society, he manages to
keep in close touch with student life.

College
A real college education is the experience that
one gets in being associated with several wise in
structors who go on foot with small groups of eager
learners into the fields of knowledge, and where,
if anyone does not start with or keep up with the
group, he loses the value of the many discussions,
illustrations, and interpretations of the gathered
data.
The boy who rides a car to college, a horse for
his exercise, a pony for his latin, and a friend for
his lecture notes, will not get the proper amount or
quality of exercise.
—C. E.

BACKSTAGE

RUG
CUTTINGS

HISTORY MADE
AT NIGHT

Congratulations to five smart
girls who took things into their
own hands last Friday night by
quires of her. DICK BRIGGS, as mend Arthur Kober's HAVING A
resolving to awaken a slumbering
lis Richaro
Claribel's husband, has devised a WONDERFUL TIME. It is a realPacific campus and make college
to Nub, ds
new character from his usual ly marvelous little opus, all about
boom as in days of yore.
fe Fank J
hearty manner of playing middle- New Yor's four million and what
Jilt: College
"Hold that Tiger," proved to be
age. Dick is jocular, loveable, and| it does at summer camps. RomBy GALEN HARVEY
Honoring the new profcssLj - p.;
a good chant as the girls calmly
ebullient in a quieter, more com- ance blooms for one of the guests
and their wives, Mrs. Leon ji |0K
and
a
young
"collitch"
boy
who
entered the ' deadly boredom Of WHISKER FLASHES I
posed way.
This looks like the year that Rho Lambda Phi's parlor and ab
Hitler has given the world a
AUDREY KRASNOW and MAX waits on table at the camp, but O'Bryon, Mrs. Strout, Miss GM
I old favorites in dancebandom will sconded with the bronze tiger mas twenty-four hours' notice to leave GOBEL portray two more char- it won't detract from your enjoy- Benerd, Miss Teresa Ferster, N & certmo:
Som« PSA ers hav# no church preference or I havi to look t0 thelr iaurels- cot. "There is no peace for the town.
acter roles with equal versatility ment of the Kober humor. Al Kenneth Stocking, and Mrs. CI fet rv ;
though he satirizes the boys and C. Olson. Psi Lambda Sigma tmya Pi
wicked" . . . the tiger was a Rhizaffiliation. Some, with an excessive radicalism often There
The favorite dance tune in the and assurance.
)
girls who chase after sophistica- tertalned with an informal dfa Junicr
ite
,
.
.
and
from
then
on
it
re
PLUS
THESE
attractive to their somewhat immature judgments, bands that have aii the necessary ceived not a moment of quiet, Fuehrer's intimate social circles is
Bob Lanlng, Herman Spindt, tlon and glamor on their pathetic ner last Wednesday evening. « hid of
reported to be, "I'm DANZIG with
u
ltle
th
make
top
aspire .to -a cynical , atheism.
them we have
|i irating,
^ ?but this
^ column *°J„
* .
Ruth Udden and Barbara U !:•
Glenn Tanner, Howie Hansbrow, little vacations, Mr. Kober has a
.
a *. With
• 1 • x •
'xr
will be for- changing locations at least four Tears in My Eyes."
Jack Holmes, Margaret Le Fevre, warm spot In his heart for them. don were in charge of decoratll
no particular quarrel} this editorial just isn t written Kuna^.e
have space enough to times and finally ending up in an DO YOU REMEMBER?
f
Bill Hunifeld, A1 Miller, Joel too. His laughs are kindly; his which were in the fall theme,
rave about a very small number obscure closet of a Borority house.
for them.
KGDM used to get on your Thornton, and others are all think- satire not too harsh. Read it for Bugbee and Camille Goff I
Rhizomia miraculously awakened
of
tha
com
But the others, those who come from homes |
" e™
and commenced to boom. One nerves with their inane programs ing only of giving you a complete fun and for a most interesting charge of setting the table. I
thing led to another, until the of corny recordings and their in and polished performance,
picture of a fascinating group of clean-up committee was headed!
where Sunday School and perhaps church attend- j COMER
next morning found five smart but sistent announcements concerning REMEMBER
Jean Arnot and Jean Morgi
people.
ance was a habit, we should warn about the ease One of the most exciting combos sleepy
girls marching up to the the scumpty-eighth anniversary of September 29, both matinee and
That should be enough to keep
, • i ,i
.•
,•
,
,
,
. that has come to our attention
o
with which those ties are slipped when the school L, that of Woody Herman. As house with the crooked roof bear fur lined cuspidors? Then the an evening performance In the Fed- you busy in the play field for
yet, this marvelous group of in- ing balm in the form of a slightly nouncer used to remind you of the eral Theatre on Treasure Island, some time. Next week we cater
is left for the strange atmosphere of college.
to the T. B. Sanitarium in and September 30, at the City Club to the thriller fans on the campus
Each Pacificite who expresses a church member-1 »trumentaiists is very nttie known battered bronze tiger. Rhizites, visit
startled by the unusual noise, gath the middle of an announcement? in Oakland. Au revoir.
| with—THE WHODUNIT.
ship or preference would do well to seek out the
ered up the book ends and other
It's all over now! Last Monday
-Oo
Tonight a group of young
local church of his taste. If he doesn t, both he and cast only over the Eastern chains, objects-d'art which they had afternoon, James Johnstone, new
from the S. C. A., accompanied
snitched
from
the
offending
sor
est
addition
to
the
KGDM
staff
The
lon
the church will be the loser for it. He will lose a
s suit of the band u an
Dr. Harold S. Jacoby and
ority and cautiously advanced to and freshman student at Stockton
lot-fun, inspiration, and the aid which comes from « —« *
^ make the trade.
Howard Hopkins, will leave
C., took me in hand and told
the S. C. A. cabin, located i
an organized group of similar ideals. The church tempos and fine individual soio- Yes, it took five weak women me all about the new set-up.
Alumnae and auxiliary members
Hogan Dam. They plan to furt
will miss his young and liberal ideas; it will be in|lsts are rapidly gaining nation to put old Pacific back on her MERRIE OLD ENGLAND
r
the construction work on
I wide notice. Herman has a pleas- feet and start the campus boom has contributed to the new staff of Tau Kappa Kappa enjoyed an| 1TU J[/f nr) fp Tnimn
danger
of "moss-backed"
conservatism.
afternoon of entertainment SatJ-YlUiUC 1 UyUU
building.
TP
alt.
C-, ,,
,
,
...
, ,
, ing personality, plays some really ing. Just watch out, Rhizites, you of KGDM in the person of its
For mutual benefit, the church and the student |soiid clarinet, and knocks -em out never can tell what's going to hap head announcer, Don Rolph, from urday, September 16, at the annual a group of students who belong Under the direction of Br
with his vocals qn the blues pen these days. Hold that Tiger! Oxford. He has been at perspira Ice Cream Social sponsored by the to the Life Questers League will ooby, several groups this sum
need each other.
o
sorority.
leave this afternoon for their semi- worked on the cabin. It i>
There are rumors out to the effect
tion corners for about five months.
A community sing of gay-ninety annual Fall retreat at Monte Toyon, pected that the end walls
that the Herman crew will be out
He is cooperating wi.h Joseph Car
songs was led by Rae Hungerford, accompanied by their counselor, roof will be finished tomorf
West very soon, probably at the
roll, new manager, who hails from
accompanied by Melba Loyd at the x)ean Corson.
Palomar. Your Cutter considers
"The cabin will be ready
Texas Christian, to make the Pefpiano. The violin selections of
On the week-end discussion of use by early fall," Dr.
their
Stagg, South Dakota, and Sacramento have a
platter of "Woodchopper's
fer outlet "the outstanding radio
"When Tou and I Were Young, plans for the coming semester will states.
their best recording effort,
station in Central California."
rendezvous tonight which each in his own way will Ball"
Maggie" and " 'Tig the Last Rose be led by A1 Lynch, newly elected
Still another band that's def
One of the signal improvements of Summer" were played by Rae president. Those in charge of arkeep.
initely on its way up is now
of the new policy at the station is
Sacramento will participate in the festivities of|playlns nigMiy at the Palomar. Gene Rotsch, '40, well known Pa the announcement that only tran Hungerford also accompanied by I rangements are Graf Kroeck, Orhar"e Ba™* has had hl® band cific band member and Rally Com scriptions will be used from this Melba Loyd. Alice Hall was pro- velle Fletcher, Max Campbell, and
a gigantic celebration;'. South
Dakota
will try
to Vper- ftogether
gram chairman for the social.
J
Haworth Jonte.
.
,
about a year, and they mittee member, was featured yes date hence.
Short speeches were given by
petuate a six-game winning streak.
have already become just about
terday at the rally assembly when
KGDM is the only local station Mrs. Bradford Champlin, president
But Stagg will follow the Tigers into the Sacra- the most talked about band in the
students heard and sang a new which has the International News of the alumnae; Mrs. George
nation.
The
Barnet
style
of
gutmento Stadium to open his 50th year, memorable to bucket is obviously negroid
song which Rotsch composed this Service. A special wire from the Smith, president of the auxiliary;
editorial offices in New York Miss Ellen Deering, htusemother;
a man of memories.
By DWAYNE ORTON
character. In fact, the band is summer, "Hail To Stagg."
On Pacific Day at the Golden serves KGDM with the latest war and Lois Mae Ventre, house presi
Hanging above the distribUl
press-agented as being "The Black
Pacific Co-operative House was desk of the SterUng MemorialJ
Gate
International
Exposition reports and national news events. dent.
est White Band in America."
Mrs. I Most at open house last Sunday brary of Yale University Is a "JJ
September
29,
Gene
will
be
in
the
Guests
attending
were
SCA
MEMBERS
is doubtful that there has ever
band which will play his number will be interested to know that Winifred Champlin," Mrs. Florence afternoon, introducing their newly painting by Eugene F. SavagePublished every Friday during the College year by the Pacific been a KrouP of instrumentalists
to students and iam Leffingwell, Professor of P*
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924, assembled before that were so per- on a national radio hook-up, ac the First Baptist Church of Stock Van Gilder, Mrs. George Smith, built house
at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879. fectly able to nerform creditahlv cording to a release which he ton broadcasts their morning serv Mrs. Mildred Gardner, Mrs. Kath- friends.
ing, which he describes as
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Sec-'
perform creditably signed this week giving the Ex ices through KGDM facilities each ryn Wilson, Miss Ruth Smith, Mrs.
President was Mrs. George Mc- bolizing the inspiration that d
in
the
style
of
a
different
race.
tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
position permission to include it Sunday at 11:00 a. m. to 12:00 noon. L. L. Ventre, Miss Anna Harris, Gurk, housemother, under whose the University's spiritual
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
Some of Barnet's arrangements
on the broadcast program.
Rev. F. Carl Truex is the pastor Mrs. Mary Francis Stocking and guardianship the new home was tellectual efforts.
_
are played exactly as Ellington
| made possible. Credit was also
Miss Mary Stanford.
of the church.
GREGG PHIFER
"Under the spreading branc ^
BILL BECKER |and Lunceford have recorded
given
to
the
first
president
of
the
o
Editor
the trees of knowledge is a S j .
DAVID SARNOFF SAID
them. Although this sounds like
Manager
| house, Carl Hansen.
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6146
portal within which stands
"The richest man cannot buy
Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234 |the most blatant type of copying,
The house now has a member- Mater, laurel crowned, clot11 j ,
for himself what the poorest man
somehow, hearing a white band
I ship of thirty-five. Four of the white, and wearing a blue m8»"
An exhibit of original paintings, gets free with radio."
STAFF
play these killers makes you real
,l>«
original members are still in the She holds in one hand the s
by
Indian
artists
from
New
NEWS: Editor—Janet McGinnis.
-- the musicians
ize how versatile
Besj5,andRewrite—-Jessie Hannay in charge, Buford Bush, really are. Barnet, by the way, is Mexico, are shown in Room 221
| house, among them Orvell Fletch of learning, and in the otW*
Ray Grosse, Clio Abercrombie.
the
1,
er, house president.
and In the hall of the second floor
open book illuminated
ancient characters which
8
6
<
<
m
eaders>
b
Jont^,'!h^^ Mcms^B^H Bidd^k^ AUce "Ru<^baugh, jea'n ^Davis I '
*ving been up to the of the science building. The paint
Members of Tau Kappa Kappa
Veritas" translate on the sC
Jeanette Edinger, Warren Ekness, Paul Iida, Kay McDonald Dorothy p ate four times and gone down ings are of the ceremonial type—
Reports Issued by Professor honored its president, Lois Mae
Walker1
Mecartea, Claire Sandrock, Coralie Shawe, Jerrold |swinging as many times. His name abstract, symbolic, and modern Louis Windmiller, registrar of the Ventre, at dinner last evening
the University.
The display was loaned to Miss Junior College, show that 1408 stu
is now being coupled with Doro
"On the left of the comp0^
with a large birthday cake.
thy Lamour, who seems to have Ward, professor of Art in the dents had completed registration
Light
bearing a torch, and
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
Miss Ellen Deering, house-moth
Dramatic Critic: Carl Fuller.
a taste for band-leaders.
College of the Pacific, by Mr. yesterday morning. Over a hun
holding a mirror have
er, was present in honor of the
Music Critic: Clayton Long.
Teddy Wilson, ex-ivory massager and Mrs. G. D. Merner of San dred additional registration books
followers to make gratefd
occasion. Other off-campus memBetween physical examinations ledgment to Alma Mater;
Mateo, California, and will be have been issued, but remained
bers present included Marnie Nile, of new students, the infirmary
here for three to four weeks.
and Labor present to her the
incomplete at that time.
Betty Ann Smith and Lucille Wil- has been caring for injured pupils,
like a solid outfit. Of course, Wil
of the earth; Music, Divin'5^)
——o
•
son.
|
principally
football
players.
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son's piano work is flawless, and
Literature attend on the ,
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tice. Duane Mears, another full
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BETTY DIXON, Editor

SLY
SLAPS
AT SOCIETY

Former Pacific Mirer uinner
Society Editor Coffee Fetes
Faculty
Weds.
Now making their home in
Stockton as "young-marrieds" are
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McDonald.
The engagement of Miss Marian
Craig of Piedmont to Mr. Bruce
Churchill McDonald of Stockton
was announced early in February,
and the marriage was held August
5, at the Piedmont Community
Church in Piedmont.

Honoring the faculty members
of Stockton Jr. College, Mu Zeta
Rho entertained with after-dinner
coffee at their house Wednesday
evening, September 21.

The bride's gown was one which
was worn by the bridegroom's
grandmother on her wedding day.
The gown had a train three and
a half yards long, quaint puffed
sleeves with fullness at the
shoulders, and a tightly fitted
bodice. Real rose-point lace, over
150 years old, finished the neck
line.

m
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T

Artificial orange blossoms from
Czechoslovakia made the bride's
Mary Queen of Scots cap, which
was worn with the full length
veil. A strand of pearls, a gift
from the bridegroom, was worn
around the neck, and a huge
shower bouquet of lilies of the
valley and white orchids were car
ried by the bride.
The altar, where the service
was read by the Rev. Richard
Shields, was covered with white
satin and decorated with gladioli
and white stock.
The married couple both at
tended the College of the Pacific.
The former Miss Craig was affi
liated with Mu Zeta Rho Society
and was society editor of Pacific
WEEKLY. Mr. McDonald's fra
ternity was Alpha Kappa Phi.
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Eaton, Kidder
Exchange Vows
A church wedding late in Au
gust was the setting of Edith Kid
der's and Dick Eaton's marriage.
The ceremony uniting the popular
Pacific couple took place in the
Methodist Church at Fairfield,
Calif. Barbara Stewart was the
Mrs. Richard Arnold, nee Mary bride's attendant, and Eaton's
Jane Nash, daughter of Mr. and brother was best man. Ushers
Mrs. Frank Nash, and Stockton were Clyde Jones and Roy Haney.
Junior College graduate, was marThe couple spent their honey
rje(] to Richard Arnold in Shafter,
moon at Pacific Grove and are
the home of her parents, August
now residing in San Jose," where
5th.
both are attending San Jose State.
The ceremony took place in the
Mrs. Eaton graduated from the
First Congregational Church with Stockton Junior College last June
Marnya Phelps, also former Stockand is enrolled at San Jose State
ton Junior College student, acting as a junior. Dick was formerly
as Maid of Honor. Mr. and Mrs. business manager of the Pacific
Arnold are living in Stockton,
Weekly, a member of Archania,
where Mr. Arnold is employed,
and a '39 graduate of Pacific. He
is taking graduate work in the
| School of Business at San Jose
State, with a master's degree as
his goal.

Mary Jane Nash
Is Mrs. Arnold
Of Stockton

will leava
i, located »
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Entertains
Music Majors
Beta Pi Chapter of Phi Mu Al
pha, national honorary music fra
ternity, played host to some
twenty-five major men last Satur
day at Louis Park. The affair
was in the form of a recreational
half-day with a weiner-roast top
ping off the strenuous antics of
fiddle-player and tenor alike.
The picnic-outing has lty past
years become a traditional part
of the fraternity's program of so
cial events and has been held con
secutively for the last four years
to establish acquaintances among
new men of the Conservatory and
veteran members fo the chapter.
Phi Mu's officers for this year
are as follows: A1 Miller, presi
dent; Clayton Long, vice-president;
Ted Norton, secretary; Forrest
Honnold, treasurer; Bob Harrison,
recorder; and Irving Fritz, war
den.

Chorus Rehearses
With 200 mixed voices and 20
outstanding conservatory instru
mentalists, the combined chorus
of Stockton Junior College and
College of Pacific is beginning re
hearsals under the leadership of
J. Russell Bodley.
Handel's "Messiah," is their aim
this year.

Rushing
period for non
affiliated girls has been cut to
one week, according to an an
nouncement issued by Mar
guerite Etzei, president of the
Pan-Hellenic Council.
Opening teas by the four
sororities will be held Sunday
as planned. The active rushing
period ends Thursday night with
the final teas and dinners.
Next Friday candidates will
be notified to come into the
Dean's office and state their
preferences, which they will do
from 2 to 4 Monday afternoon,
October 2.
Pledging w ill take place Mon
day evening at all of the
houses.

ON PACIFIC AVENUE-

Marie's Beauty Salon

LINDBERG'S

On Pacific Avenue
Phone 8-8738
Shampoos, Fimgerwaves
Oil Permanents .... f2.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

TUXEDO
SHOE SHINE SERVICE
I Expert Cleaning and Dyeing
of All Kinds of Boots,
Shoes, Purses, Gloves
and Belts.
AND

EXFERT SHOE
REPAIRING
By NAT FLOR
2023 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-2345

CORSAGES?
TRY

THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP
"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent .

VALLEY
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

Main & EI Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

SMILING SHELL
COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

339 East Main Street
. , . JEWELERS . . .

positions

(Since 1896)

School of Business
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber . . Stockton

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

GOLDEN STAR
SHOE REPAIR

The engagement of Frank Nash,
graduate of the College of the
Pacific, and now principal of the
Clements' school, and Virginia Gildea was recently announced. While
attending Pacific, Mr. Nash's fra
ternity was Alpha Kappa Phi. The
couple met this summer at Silver
Lake where they were recrea
tional leaders. No definite date has
been set for the wedding.

One of the many events taking
place in the Conservatory recently
has been the Wednesday night re
hearsals of the College of Pacific
orchestra. The orchestra is again
preparing for an eventful season
under the direction of Horace I.
Brown.

SAT
SUN
MON.
Irene Dunne
Fred Mac Murray

with

"INVITATION TO
HAPPINESS"
—ALSO—
Humphrey Bogart

"YOU CAN'T GET
AWAY WITH
MURDER"
TUBS.—WED.
Dick Powell

"NAUGHTY BUT
NICE"
—ALSO—
RITZ BROS.

SEA SCOUTS

A WALT DISNEY FEATURE

MAIN
STREET orOPP.
COURTHOUSE
THE vMOUSE
0EPFBCT
S0UNO "
NOW PLAYING I
The New Adventures of
"YOUNG DR. KILDARE"

Lew Ayres - Lionel Barrymore

"GORILLA"

"CALLING
DR. KILDARE"

THURS.—FBI,
Shirley Temple

"SUSANNAH OF THE
M0UNT1ES"
—ALSO—
Lloyd Nolan

with Lana Turner - Nat
Pendleton - Laraine Day
—ALSO—

'FOR LOVE OR MONEY'
Short and Latest War News

"UNDERCOVER
DOCTOR

Sew Home
Warner

& CLEANING

by Lucien Lelong
100
1-00
3.50
5.50

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Watch Repairing

FROSTED MALTS

We Pick
Up and
Deliver

'The Boys With the Wagon'

ALL FLAVORS
ICE CREAM

Brothers
Pictures

"Walking Down
Broadway"

BETTE

and

"Painted Desert"

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
COMPLETE CAKE
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evenings and All Day
Sunday.

MIRIAM

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm"
—ALSO—

SNAPPY FOUNTAIN
BOOTH SERVICE

"Cowboy and Lady"
Gary Cooper
—WED. — THURS.—

"Hollywood Hotel"
CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-0451
2014 Pacific Ave
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

THOSE TIGERS!

326 E. Main St.

Old & New Friends Meet

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

WE'RE BACKING

J. GUCK & SON

Your A. W . S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Featuring
Special
College
Prices

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE

ROBIN HOOD RED

rt

business

Seaside Super Service
CENTRAL & PACIFIC
}AS - OIL - LUBE JOBS

Practice B

George O'Brien
—SUN
MON.—TIE.—
Shirley Temple

The Rage of New York

'

better

H U M P H R E Y S

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

DARREL
SCHNEIDER'S

Omega Phi Alpha fraternity held
informal initiation last Saturday
night.
Ten of the men pledged to the
house were given various exer
cises, climaxed later by a walk.
Leslie Knoles and Roger Cross
were in charge of the initiation.
Those receiving the initiation were
Bob Cook, Les Dow, Bob Monagan, Abel deHaan, Joe Tudor, Bob
Ijams, Claude Hogan, Willis Boyatsky, and Lauren Hanley.
Sunday night a buffet supper
was served for the brothers by
those pledges initiated. Formal
initiation will be held at a later
date.

2016 Pacific Ave.

SERVICE

Lipstick
Face Powder
Petite Pochette
Money Bag

For

FLORAL CO.

Ten Pledges
Omega Phi
Initiatad

Alpha Theta Tau
Initiates
Seventeen

Mrs. Clarence E. Larson, wife
of Dr. Larson, has recently donated
one hundred dollars to the Col
lege library in memory of her
father, John Peter Reuben.

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

Pacificites gravitated Rhizomiaward in a body last night as that
fraternity played host to Pacific
men at their annual Watermelon
Feed.
Immediately following the week
ly dance in the gym, the fraternity
men started serving the 250 water
melons that had been prepared by
their cook, Mrs. Miller.
Although the Watermelon Feed
itself is traditional, guests at last
night's affair got the added en
joyment of being among the first
to inspect the house's new rug
and
radio-phonograph.
Water
melons were served to the men
from the new horse-shoe table.
Following the house affair,
watermelons were presented at the
various campus living groups, sor
orities, and home of Pacific's presi
dent.
Pat Dunlap was general chair
man of the 1939 Feed.

Tonight's the night for Mu Zeta
Rho's South Dakota Rally-Dance
in honor of Coach Stagg and his
Golden Tigeps. The Rally com
mittee headed by Chairman Her
man Sapiro will feature songs
and yells throughout the evening.
Streamers of orange and black
and pennants will be the decora
tive motifs.
A large picture of Mr. Stagg
will have a place of honor.
Invitations have been sent to
Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Alpha
Theta Tau, Tau Kappa Kappa,
Rho Lambda Phi, Alpha Kappa
Phi, Manor Hall, Omega Phi Al
pha, the Co-op, Women's Hall,
Women's Hall Annex, and the
Men's Hall.
Committee's for the dance are:
Decorations — Pat Carson, Mary
Wolf, Phyllis Grimshaw; Music—
Helen Cortelyou, Bernie Badger,
Vivienne Manary; Clean-up—Eloise
Lambert, Betty Lee Mathews, Ade
laide Weinstein; Refreshment —
Gayle Rawles, Beverly Wright,
Fourteen pledges were initiated Janice Morrill and Ruth Lominto Epsilon Lambda Sigma last
Tuesday evening at an impressive
candlelighted ceremony. Misses Lil
lian Kowatch, Lucille Kowatch,
Laverne Lagorio, Jean Marie Marblestone, Beth Shauer and Eloise
Smith, all from Stockton, Dette
Hamsher, Martha Gifford, Oak
At a meting held Wednesday
land; Barbara Laddon, Rosalie evening, September 13th, at nineTrevorrow, Ruth Udden, San Fran thirty, the women residing at
cisco; Jackie Burton, Linden; and Women's Hall Annex elected their
Merceita Voorhees, Oakdale.
house officers.
Dinner preceded the initiation,
The meeting was called for the
with the table decorated in baby purpose of discussing house rules
zinnias and green vine streamers. and for the election. It was an
Miss Marguerite Etzei, president, nounced that all social affairs
conducted the ceremonies, being would be held jointly with Wom
assisted by the house officers. Gar en's Hall.
denias, the house flower, were pre
The results of the election were
sented to the new members, and as follows: Lois Fenstermacher,
the evening adjourned with the president; Bette Douglas, secre
serving of ice cream.
tary-treasurer; Janet Hampton, so
cial chairman; and Barbara McKenzie and Betty Swanson, coun
selors.

At a formal initiation last night
seventeen new members were ac
cepted into Alpha Theta Tau. Min
nie Sawyer, house president, con
ducted the services. A formal din
ner preceded the ceremony, with
the table beautifully decorated in
fall colors. Beatrice McCarl, so
cial chairman, was in charge of
the arrangements.
Those who were taken into the
sorority were Jane Ketman, Vir
ginia Nelson, Janet Porter, Laura
Frances Blossom, Bonnie Smith,
Muriel Brown, Roxine Hafele,
Jane Grey, Audrey Grady, Marit
Bransted, Ruth Coward, Pat McNamara, Doris Guernsey, Jackie
Ritchie, Claire Pratt and Mary
Rice.

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

MAIN AT HUNTER

Last Night
On Melons

Women's Annex
Elects New
Officers

ALLAN BACON ARRANGES
CONCERT ITINERARY

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
•Evenings by Appointment

}ance Campus Feast

Fourteen New
Members for
Epsilon

Phi Mu Alpha

•TAK E HOME A "

plan to
work on

plrltual

This function is the second in
a series of informal gatherings
planned by this sorority for the
faculties of both institutions.
Pat Carson was general chair
man of the affair, assisted by
Charlotte Kerr, Ruth Lombard!,
and Doris Marsh.
Mrs. Lucy Forkner presided at
the coffee table and was assisted
in serving by the pledges. Multi
colored flowers decorated the
house. Dr. and Mrs. Tully C.
Knoles were special guests.

RUSHING
PERIOD
CUT

1

accompanied
coby and

crlbes »8

Opening Rush Teas
To Be Featured
By Sororities

MILLER-HAYS CO
PLUMBING
GRANT & WEBER

2-022

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Dick Powell — Rosemary Lnne

"Two Gun Troubador"
Fred Seott

Vic's Country Store

Ml
MDk
$

Directed b,
EDMUND GOULDINC
flXESEHTED BY

• e' ' % WARNER BROS.

ALWAYS
Comedy—News—Cartoon

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 2-5258

—
805 Bank of America Bidg.
Stockton, Calif.
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By BUFORD BUSH

TRAVEL IS BROADENING

Jaysees 'Set*
Santa Rosa

SEPTEMBER 22,

Imjal ^pnrta fag?
BUFORD BUSH, Editor

Dashiell's Hopefuls Open With
Powerful Opponent
By IRV SPRAGUE
Drawing from an outstanding crew of freshmen
and a handful of very capable sophomore holdovers,
Coach Doug Dashiell has put together what appears to
be the most potent team in Stockton Junior College
history. There will be plenty of man power, with a

Promotional
vlanager For
Sport Staff
To provide for program features
in
Pacific's extended
football
schedule, the athletic department,
through Director Robert Breeden,
has announced the creation of the

Athletic
Staff
Listed

Chicago in 1938—Hawaii in 1939—
Notre Dame in 1940!
record turnout of fifty players, in •
8000 miles of travel for 1939! And eluding a nucleus of seven of last
position of promotion manager for
that's a lot of country. But travel year's vetrans. It is a little early
the Athletic Staff.
Is not only broadening—it's great yet to pick out this year's stars,
The position will be filled during
on growth, especially in relation but those who have shown out
the current season by Galen "Stub"
to the current Golden Tiger Team standing ability to date Include a
and its Pullman and port holo trio of veteran backfield men,
Harvey, sophomore in the Stockton
views of the country.
"Dusty" Miller, Art Holton, and
Junior College. The new manager
May we quote a few statistics John Camicla. The offense will
is experienced in promotional work
on Travel vs. Growth?
probably be built around these
through his Pacific WEEKLY
In 193? the Frosh Tiger Cubs three who were stars in high
Corson and KJeldsen coaches, car school, and played a similar brand
activities as radio editor and
ried a roster of 33 men with an of ball last season.
through the management of the
ought to know, because there were STRONG BACKFIELD
Philippine Band Concert and Radio
ought to know because there were
Art Holton, rated the best line
nine backs and we were the entire plunger ever to come out of Ar
A light line and a heavy back- Day.
As promotional manager the new
third string backfield.
eata High will provide plenty of field is the tentative line-up of
One season later the 1938 edition punch down the middle. Camicla, California's Golden Bears.
The director wilj be responsible for the
of the Frosh placed on the field from Stockton, can adequately forward wall will be six pounds creation, organization, and presenand bench a total of 42 potential handle the passing and kicking. lighter per man than last year's ation of novel ideas during the
stars with an average weight of And Miller, the "Ferndale flash," team, which sorely needed ex!ra football half-times, outside enter
169, a five pound increase over will add a constant breakaway poundage in the most crucial tainment for rallies, and the pro
motional of ticket sales for the
1937 for the Jackson-Kjeldsen crew threat. These three in addition to games.
athletic events of various kinds.
No cross country tours in 1937, Don Mills, Louis Alphonse, CheseSPEEDY BACKS
At present the promotional office
but Chicago in 1938 and promises ley Stevenson, Fred Garrison, John
To offset this, heavy, fast backs
is completing the arrangements
TRAVELING IS BUILDING
Frishels, Joe Giovanetti, Charlie are getting first call. An average
and ticket sales for the South
1939 finds 45 men wearing out Mokie, Lloyd Hebbren, and Leon of 191 pounds per man is for
Dakota-Pacific game in Sacra
the turf under Dashicll and Kjeid ard Sawrey, will provide a well midable, but the fastest, Lou
sen. 1939 averages 172 pounds to rounded backfield with plenty of Smith, tips the scales at 200 even mento.
the man, three above 1937 and eight reserves. Fred Lucksinger is put Tony Firpo will be around to fill
SOUTH DAKOTA NO. 7
above 1938. Things are getting big ting up a strong fight for the the shoes of the incomparable Vic
center position, his chief com Bottari. It is stated that Firpo
ger and better.
Basically, the quoted statistics petitors being Fred Stornetta and is faster than Vic.
foreshadow the remark that foot Tom Ferrari.
A line average of 183 pounds
ball Is big time and that Stockton
Leading the pack at the end per man gives the Bears the
is about to become another, Santa positions are Johnny Brown and smallest front wall in the Coast
Clara, or San Jose. Again, maybe Bill Scott, followed closely by Conference. However, several re
Station KWG in Stockton will
the J. C. team has something to Charlie Blackwell, Ted Stuart,
serves weigh more than 200. Some
broadcast
Interviews
with
do with it, but the squad only in Gene Clowd, and Harold Grahlveterans will have to hustle if
Coach
Amos
Alonzo
Stagg
and
cludes seven sophomores — so man. A host of capable guards
they are to beat out promising
Harry Gamage, coach of the
maybe.
include Bill Johnson, Jim Lyons, sophomores.
University of South Dakota,
Now in relation to the applica Ed Spaulding, Earle Klapstein, A1
SMALL PIVOT MAN
tonight at 6:30 p. m. Station
tion of the previously discovered Hawkins, Charles Coates and Bob
Center Dave Queen is the light
KFBK will carry the same
principles to the 1939-1940-1941 Massey.
est on the first string, packing
broadcast, and the program
Tigers as compared with the JayAny one of seven tackles might
may be heard over the entire
sees. Keeping in mind that most of draw the starting call. These in 170 pounds; the biggest is Lou
California Radio System.
the Jaysees will eventually be clude Len Ward, Don Whitson Smith, six feet, three inches tall,
and weighing 200. Another back
KROT, the Columbia Broad
Tigers.
Ignatius Alfler, Larry Clark, Har Bill Elmore, is six-two. Reserve
casting outlet in Sacramento,
old Beebe, George Ford and Don
backfield . men are ten pounds
will broadcast Interviews fea
Jaysee
(1939)
Varsity
Sullivan.
lighter than these.
turing Coach Stagg and Bob
1167
Total Team Weight
8156
WELL ROUNDED
If weight is an advantage, op
172
Average Weight
181
Monagan,
publicity director of
As a whole the present edition
ponents may find the California
45
Total Squad
45
the C. O. P. Athletic Departs
seems to be a well rounded out
line full of weak' spots, but such
38%
185 lbs. or better
44
ment at 7:45 this evening.
fit. Sufficient weight and lots of
60%
170 lbs. or better
80 fight in the line, and speed, pow was not the case last year. Pa
Highlights
of
the
teams
cific Varsity will be out to erase
which play tomorow night will
er and deception in the backfield
Incidentally, as to squad strength,
he heard during both Inter
Tour keyhole correspondent the stigma of a 39 to 0 defeat,
the Varsity had 45 In 1937 and 43
views.
talked with a Santa Rosa player five of the six touchdowns com
in 1938 as compared to Frosh 33 who reported an exceptionally ing in the first half.
and 42.
strong team. With a veteran for
Off hand, it appears that the
ward wall and backfield, not one
Varsity has the best of the figures
not two, but three deep, the Santa
but one important feature must
Rosans seem to have what it takes
be taken into consideration. That
to give Stockton a good shellack
is the consideration of age and its
ing unless the local boys "get hot."
corresponding future growth at
o
tainment. And now the balance be
comes the Jaysee.

Backs Heavy,
Line Light On
Bear Squad

Cal Boasts Lightest
Line In Conference;
Queen 170-Lb. Center

INTERVIEW
A. A. STAGG

STARTING QUARTERBACK

Band Goes Golden

Speaking of "Golden Tigers" and
21.3
"Golden Trains to Sacramento,"
Varsity
the C. O. P. marching band un
der Pop Gordon will be carrying
Outweighed 9 pounds to the man,
out the major theme of "Staggbut with three years in which to
dom" this fall by flashing glim
mering gold drums at the South
Dakota fracas tomorrow night,

17.9
Jaysee

r

Average Age
(1939)

On Your Way
To The Game
DROP IN
AT
Ed Koehler's
Shell Service
WILSON & HARDING

make up that disparity of pound
age, the obvious conclusion is
weight for 1940 and 1941, with
power backs alternating with pony
backs in operation behind a line
line with at least an immovable
tendency.
Weight and not speed alone for
Pacific! Still open to discussion
yet deserving some merit, is the
remark that "travel is broadening."
At least, it has its weighty
moments.

Tie That Coyote's Tail,
You Golden Tigers!
Let s Root For Stagg & The Boys
Tomorrow Night
BEFORE LEAVING FOR SACRAMENTO
FILL UP AT

GEORGE

&

PAT'S

Caviglia — Miraglia

SIGNAL OIL SERVICE

SUTTER & CHANNEL

The College Book
Store Says—
Gt"d"Tiscrs"'«*

• Get a new "Pacific Auto-Plate" and stickers
for your automobile.
• Let's all be at Sacramento tomorrow night
and root the boys on to victory.

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
"On the Campus for You"

Tigers Open Stagg's
"Fiftieth" Tomorrow
Golden

SPRINGY WILES
DIVING STYLES

Assistant Football
Coaches Are
Coe, Swaggerty
Now that the athletic season is
under way, it is well to become
acquainted with College of the Pa
cific's Athletic Staffs.
The head coach of the Pacific
Varsity football eleven is Mr. Stagg.
He is assisted by Line Coach Ralph
Francis, and two assistant coaches,
Bob Coe and Clem Swaggerty. Mr.
Swaggerty is also assistant trainer
under Head Trainer Robert Bree
den. Senior Manager of the varsity
is Bob Eovey, with George Caviglia
Athletic Manager and Galen
Harvey as Promotional Manager,
Bob Monagan handles publicity for
the team. Team physician, Dr,
Sanderson, cares for I n j u r e d
players.
Ralph B. Francis is head coach
of the varsity basketball team. The
Pacific track men will be coached
by Earl R. Jackson. Chris KJeldsen
mentor for both the swimming
and tennis teams.
In the Stockton Junior College
the football men are ably handled
by Head Coach Douglas Dashiel!
Line Coach Chris Kjeldsen, and
Assistant Coach Ken Stocking.
Robert Breeden is Head Trainer,
Chris Kjeldsen instructs both the
basketball and swimming teams
this year, while the tennis team
is handled by Coach Douglas
Dashiell.
Head of the entire athletic pro
gram and facilities is Robert L.
Breeden, director of athletics.

W. A.

Boys Tackle South D a ^
In Sacramento Intersectional"

//

A.

€&i*!!wanf Suggs
Activities of the W. A. A. for
the coming year were planned by
President Jean Goodwin and her
staff at a meeting held last May,
Some time in September a bar
becue and swimming party
planned to get freshman girls in
terested in the W. A. A.. Twentyfive cents is to be charged.
INTRAMURAL FLANS
Plans for October include intra
mural sports for girls and all or
ganizations on the campus, and an
outdoor pack trip limited to ten
girls.
Bowling and skating parties, a
trip to Dr. Pease's cabin, and a
drive to make money are planned
for November and December.
Besides a ski week-end in Jan
uary, bowling and skating parties
will be continued.
VARIOUS MANAGERS
Managers of the sports are as
follows: Tennis, Peggy Bigham;
archery, Claudina Houser; dancing,
Laverne Lagorio; bowling, Violet
Graves; swimming, Phyllis Gritton; basketball, Harriet Kientz;
hockey, Lois Williams; miscellane
ous recreation, Effie Calderwood;
riding, Lovella Hawley, and skiing,
Judy Sullwold.

Class Elections
Nominations for class officers
will be held next Thursday at
special class meetings immediately
following assembly.
Class elec
tions will be held the following
Tuesday in the lobby of the ad
ministration building.

Clothed in a strained imagina
tion briefly covered by the "mir
acle"—"will they or won't they*
trunks—completely blissful of the
January ice when skis will be the
more accepted equipment, Kjeldsen's
bonehead
swimmers
are
learning the fun-damentals of
spring-board diving — with both
pleased and surprised but dismay
ingly more surprised than pleased.
Undoubtedly s o me b o d y over
looked the publicity of straight
comedy, for, if the truth were
viewed, Elementary S w i m m i n g
would be billed under an admission
charge as "Low Board Diving in
Fourteen
Excruciating
Styles
That's a liberal allowance calling
for at least four duplications of
one style.

fa
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.,
,re<Lntrv and pomp unequalled in P . , 1 1
A m i d Pf**
rj,igers of C.O.P. tomorrow ^ A
tory, the Gol
^ University of South DakoS '
hook
intersectional grid clash of i
More than 25,000 pop.,* >
in the
the West Coast.
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—
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TWO TOUGH CLUBS
. hv +he Sclots Lodge
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day
celebrating

GIFT GlVgh
FOOTBAU
PLAYERS

Jr. Chamber
Anniversary Coats Ifft

Against each other two of the
pit
The Stockton junior 1/
"little
teams
1/
strongest
of Commerce has add
fj 1
America.
share to the Stagg . \ i''\
celebration with &
f'
°American
entire squad of footblll i 1
Golden traveling jack
INDIAN RUBBER
have been ordered will
It is a matter of lively interest
sented to each member
the contortions that the human played, Including the last six in a
varsity. The coats win i
body can assume with the impetus
tiger and & mot
r°The Harry Gamage-coached man- Pacific
of on® small, oh so slight, spring
a matter of anatomical adjustment eaters from the prairie-lands were blazoned on the front
To conform with Coach
ending in complete befuddlement, undefeated in five North Central
It's a saunter to the end of the Conference games in 1938 and also anniversary the jackets at(board to either fall off, do a re finished the season with an un a dazzling golden color,
in the near futu«, probbjjg''
verse Jacknife, indulge in a for broken string of six victories.
|
ward roll with a skyrocket ten
a rally, the Junior Chaau^
GOLDEN
BOYS
BEADY
dency, or an unintentional por
acknowledge the renowned
Equipped with striking gold grid and present the gifts
trayal or betrayal Into a beautiful
to pl
garb and increased man-power, the All expense will be borne
pancake swan.
1939 Bengal machine is set to go donors, according to Ran"h |# "
FUNNY PECULIAR
One thing or another and from into high tomorrow in the first cis, who made the anno-J mi
all the distorted angles,—it's no game of a perilous twelve-deep yesterday morning.
e n d d i s c o m f o r t i n g . P e c u l i a r l y schedule. Despite a handful of in
funny to peculiar bystanders but juries sustained in the past week
but"
low comedy—very low—to the ac of hard preparation, the Staggmen
*
promise to field a heavier, more
tive participants.
B®'
Dear Aunt X: How can one experienced team than last year.
learn to dive when one must
The starting Pacific line against
Scoring twenty-seven poi, P l*
worry about one's trunks, one's South Dakota, built around 195the first half, San Jose A-public appearance, and one's lb. Center Hugh McWlliams and
football team opened the ci
« 11"*
bruised anatomy?
198-lb. Tackle Stan Vaughn, will
season
by
defeating
Sincerely, Swimildered.
probably Include such huskies as
State 35-0. College of the ft
o
Jerry Bentley, 197, at the other
arch rival used only simple
tackle, and A1 Irwin, 195, and
In executing its first victoi)
Jack Tulloch, 190, or Harris Fine,
s#'stl0C
Veteran Coach Glenn totM Andr
200, at the guards.
Warner is leading the Sparti fright-Jl
The end posts will probably be
their 1989 season, with Da
Phil "Iron Mike" Martinovich manned at the start by Eric Jacob- Groot "assisting."
sen,
166,
and
A1
Hedges,
180,
both
Pacific's contribution to ail-Ameri
can fame of two seasons ago, is veterans, although such 190-lbs. well as some of the stronger 0, P.'e celrt:
scheduled to play a lot of first- p l u s h u s k i e s a s S m a l l w o o d ,
most deceptive plays ever Island (so c'u*1
class ball for the Cincinnati Ben Schmidt and Linschied should see
ned
by the Grand Old Man li -tight pay Jo*
gals, members of the American considerable action
they already have). For the iiii pitch it oi
Even
Pacific's
first
backfield
pro football league. Best remem
otes are tough and fast, it eight) will be
bered as one of the best line looms heavier this year. At offmention pretty big in spots, lassie 'twlxt thi
back
and
calling
signals
will
be
backers on the Coast, he has
ul the Tip
blossomed into a really first-class the 180-lb. Tommy Olaeta; at on- COYOTE HI-YIPS
Spearheading the South & iltaruJ Slid:
kicker, and according to the latest back, Dale Halbert, -180; at wingpress release Is consistently put back, Bob Adamina, 195, with eleven are Fullback Bill Ii Kit only ire
and End Ernie Gunderson, H lbs year, but A
ting away 40 and 45 yard place Bobby Kientz at rearback, 162,
is the bulwark of the grouni slso staked
kicks.
MEN IN RESERVE
tack, while Gunderson's cat: fetation, iltbt
Always an early starter, Iron
Replacements aplenty will be on and throwing (on special Initial climbsMike was the first Bengal to sign
the sidelines for the Tigers tomor arounds) form the big might raise
a contract this year, which makes
row night. From the large squad
karats. South
threat.
his fifth year as a Bengal star
of over forty men, sure to see
Coach Harry Gamage is I %men look
Three years of starring under
action are Lyons and Ijams, ing a squad of about twenty- timw, although
Alonzo Stagg as a Bengal Tiger,
tackles; Becker, guard; Dow and to Sacramento—a squad, not I than not the *
and two seasons as a Cincinnati
Pappas, centers; and the following but well-schooled in the lntrli
Bengal. Once a Bengal, always
look lad:
backs;
Thomas, Seifert, Cooper, of fast single-wing and shirt block.
Bengal!
Bentley and Vleira.
_
o
attack.
Field general to
II tit bloc'
Definitely out of the Coyote Sodaks will be Quarterback nkiel lor |
SOUTH DAKOTA NO. 7
a
game are Clint Ward, Back, who ler, a converted center, si
Bengals *
broke his left leg In scrimmage
H'l am
touted as a comer,
last Friday, and Johnny Domench,
Others to watch In the ® I! HOT v
veteran onback who is hors de
line-up are Detrenak and B« ll* statu. «
combat via the scholastic route
pair of 200-lb. tackles; E W (also
for
three
weeks.
Warning is given by Bob
Gunderson and Michelson,
Wot-dM,
On the questionable list are
Breeden, director of athletics,
190-lb. guards, and a braco o! Bcya (ma, ,
Dwayne
Mears,
husky
back
from
that student body members
halfbacks, King, Trompeter Persona];,.
Bakersfield, laid low by the flu
must be doubly careful to have
Taplett.
®t"« Ihrv'
this week; Aron Remple, transfer
their cards with them at Sac
All in all, the Dakota!
tackle, who cracked a finger; and
ramento tomorrow night.
somewhat of a mystery team, %Ili c
Johnny
M c G o w e n, letterman
Anyone permitting another
all Indications pointing to a l!«ta
guard,
who
hurt
a
leg
Injured
in
person to use his card will
ball club. Without a doubt ^tlfV
a motorcycle crash this summer.
have It confiscated, he said.
Sciots have picked a real %ct
All the rest of the Golden Boys
nent for the Goldon Tigers
came through the week's workouts
initial game of Stagg's BIO fyl i.
in good, if not spectacular, shape,
It's up to the Tigers to#
and the squad appears to be on
night to prove themselves
Stl
its toes for the Coyotes.
of wearing those golden Kart
College of the Pacific
And the Bengals will need all
Starting at 8:15, Pacific *11"
Name
the "oomph" they can fifid,
the answer.
Jacobsen

"If "JjfT
««•

s;

San Jose State
Swamps Monta

Once A Bengal
Always A Bengal

a

a

HOLD YOUR
PSA CARD

%

STARTING LINE-UP
AT LAST - - A PLACE TO GO FOR
BETTE COED and HER FELLAS!
Bill Hunefeld, Jr.'s

AMATEUR BOXING BOUTS—TUESDAY, SEPT. 26
Stockton Civic Auditorium — 8:30 P. M.
32 Rounds of Simon-Pure, Slam-Bang Fights

p^LLERY ..25 C
Dr£,nr-f c
RINGSIDE ..75c

Special Reserved Loge Section
With Student Body
Cards, 25c.

for S ^dents

South Dakota

Name
40 Gunderson
43 Bond
36 Brooks
32 Heckenlively
39 Durkin
44 Petranek
25 Chausee
22 Trompeter
24 Taplett
34 Kessler
33 Wernli

Pos.
LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
Q
I II

RH
F

22

21
26
34
7

1

12
25

Congratulations . . .

LAUflDERSRS-CLEAflErS

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO GET A

Supply Milk
for

Fighting

the

Tigers

OFFICE:
S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

% to,'

Union Service
Pacific HeadqusM

FOR GAS, OIL AL
LUBRICATION
Corner of

%h,

Pacific and

And, STUDENTS, Here's Your

T Y P E W R I T E R
For $1.00 Per Week
And Remember —
"No Interest or Carrying Charge"
RENTALS FOR
go gk PER

AS LITTLE AS

MONTH

SEE HAROLD MONAGHAN
On the Campus (Member PSA)

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Domench's

On the Occasion of Your

GOLDEN JUBILEE

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
INCORPOR ATED
LIME
BRICK
Telephone 6-6966
PLASTER
Stockton, California
SAND
ROCK
Office:
GRAVEL
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

Johnny

18

OOLDEN WEST Inc.

SERVING PACIFIC

«Cary

5
9

Bentley
Irwin
McWilliams
Fine
Vaughn
Hedges
Oleata
Kientz
Adamina
Halbert

COACH STAGG

501 North Sierra Nevada Street

(P
'

Stockton Typewriter Co.
436 E. MARKET ST.

PHONE 2-8514

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

TO THE WISE BUYER—

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

NIELSEN BROTHERS

31 N. E. Dorado

Ph. 5-5613

To keep in step with this modern gener
ation, we have recently installed new
equipment which enables us to offer fourservice with no effect on our high
standards for work that does satisfy. Avail
yourselves of Stockton's most up-to-date
Waning plant. Give us a ring today-

DU BOIS DRY CLEANERS
Hai ding and El Dorado

j e |. 5-53^

\1111

Vi

